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[Hook] x 2
Hey dawg, I need a favor
Man you talking bout a favor
I'm bout broke as fuck praying for a cable
Hey dawg, I need a favor
I don't know what you still talking for
I'm in the ghetto with a 40 in hand

My younging they ask for favors
It hurts me that I might need with the help
Told him just know I need some help for myself
If I for it you got it, believe that dope
Right now, I'm just waiting on a word
To hit some nigga back door, 
Who ain't... in the street, ain't lend his own team... 
So I creep that beat, waiting to put the nigga 6 feet
He got a Bentley had a rarry, motorcycle, a ducatti
I send flowers to his wake, when it's folks you know his
body
I'm proud of talking bout some nigga you know
Or heard of before
Man talking down on the team, so pussy's gots to go
I got mouths to feed, this here ain't no greed
The nigga move but I still gotta leave

[Hook] x 2
Hey dawg, I need a favor
Man you talking bout a favor
I'm bout broke as fuck praying for a cable
Hey dawg, I need a favor
I don't know what you still talking for
I'm in the ghetto with a 40 in hand

We call the ham, maybe Compton
We call the ham, the ghetto
It's... what more that you need
To see that we ain't playing with you fakers
Send that 2 ears with down we spray around... 
Crackers ain't giving you favors, 
Just ask my nigga rob, no, tryina get my doll 20
By the burner that he lit blow
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His trouble be green jeffe, 
That's billy bad ass cause bad ass put the word to the
crew
You niggas ass grass, shank... paper twon
Young money, I gotta cop a thousand left to blow
dough
Who dumping, that nigga itching cause they all spitting
Good writtens to whoever put they cool ass in a hot boy
kitchen
That nigga dissing

[Hook] x 2
Hey dawg, I need a favor
Man you talking bout a favor
I'm bout broke as fuck praying for a cable
Hey dawg, I need a favor
I don't know what you still talking for
I'm in the ghetto with a 40 in hand

Hey dawg I need a favor, I'm stressed
Feels like I hit my best, for robbing niggas and best
But I'm cool though,... acting fool though
And fuck the police, it's the first rule though
People say my mind gone, jam become my sack low
Say I'm back and forth shit, well this will make my set
grow
Who is you to judge me?
Looking all dusty, 
I would ask for help and spelling out musty
It must be, you can't get your... 
What I gotta do with that, you're a broke nigga
You a joke nigga, kill yourself
I mean it's over your ass, kill yourself

[Hook] x 2
Hey dawg, I need a favor
Man you talking bout a favor
I'm bout broke as fuck praying for a cable
Hey dawg, I need a favor
I don't know what you still talking for
I'm in the ghetto with a 40 in hand
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